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ABOUT US
Acquair Group fosters seamless supplier-consignee communication, integrating    
services for clients through a synchronized supply chain and expanding its portfolio 
for comprehensive logistics solutions. With over 150 employees across three            
companies, specializing in customs clearance, freight forwarding, trucking,                
stevedoring and consultancy on import-export.

Acquair Global Logistics, a 
Multi-Modal Transport Operator 
(MTO) is Licensed by the                      
Directorate General of Shipping, 
India and 25+years Custom Broker 
experience, it provides comprehen-
sive shipping solutions in               
compliance with the World Custom 
Organisation’s SAFE Framework of 
Standards.

Collaborating with associate       
companies worldwide, it ensures 
stable services, enhancing             
flexibility and cost savings. With 
affiliations to international            
shipping companies, it handles 
global shipments compliantly. 
Indian Custom recognized our 
Group for maintaining excellence in 
service and contributing to the 
growth of Indian Economy vide 
Appreciation Letter No. CC/AB/-
Misc./2015 dated 06/04/2016 
issued by Mumbai Customs.

Acquair Global Logistics
Customs Clearance, International 
Freight Forwarding (Sea & Air and, 
SCM Consultancy, Warehousing and 
Distribution

Acquair Ventures Pvt. Ltd. (AVPL) 
is a leading break bulk trucking 
service provider for Steel Coils, 
Project Cargo, ODC with over 115 
heavy haulage trailers, currently 
transporting more than 10 million 
tons of cargo annually. It                    
anticipates growth due to favour-
able economic policies stimulating 
investments in Indian                         
manufacturing. Specializing in 
break bulk handling, AVPL               
collaborates with warehouses and 
Container Freight Stations (CFS) to 
enable efficient inventory              
management, reducing dwell time 
and costs. Beyond business, AVPL 
engages in social initiatives,          
ensuring safe transport from 
underdeveloped ports. Prioritizing 
safety, AVPL adopts technology, 
conducting rigorous testing and 
installing Speed Limiting Devices 
(SLD) and GPS tracking devices for 
fleet-wide safety and performance 
analysis.

Acquair Ventures Pvt. Ltd.
Intra-state break bulk

Acquair Ventures (AV) excels in 
inter-state container trucking and 
breakbulk services, serving Fortune 
500 companies and major Indian 
industries. Prioritizing internal 
development, AV recruits top-tier 
drivers and invests in advanced 
technologies for efficient deliveries. 
Stringent driver standards include 
thorough background checks and 
ongoing performance monitoring 
via tracking devices. Customized 
chassis and trailers meet regional 
road requirements. Operating in 
Maharashtra and Gujarat primarily, 
AV provides regional trucking with 
a dedicated fleet and nationwide 
cargo transportation through 
freight brokering. Utilizing specially 
engineered rubber skids with 
integrated nylon fabric ensures 
safe steel coil transport, offering 
superior protection over traditional 
wooden skids.

Acquair Ventures
Inter-state container trucking and 
breakbulk



Create efficient logistics plans for goods movement.
Select optimal transport routes economically.





Logistics Planning

Advise on goods tariff classifications.
Reduce duties by applying proper classification and 
exemptions available under Trade Agreements.
Advise on customs duties and fees.
Manage shipping and customs paperwork.
Ensure compliance with trade regulations.
Submit customs declarations compliantly.
Electronically file customs paperwork.















Documentation and Compliance

Identify and collaborate with carriers and airlines.
Negotiate freight rates for clients.





Carrier Selection

Advise clients on cargo insurance options.

Cargo Insurance

Our Services



Use in house software for on line submission of 
data to various customs stations.
Liaise with customs officials to facilitate the 
clearance process and handle customs inspec-
tions or examinations.
Resolve inspection issues promptly.
Represent clients with customs authorities.









Customs Clearance

Transportation Management

Address customs compliance risks.
Mitigate supply chain delays through strategic 
measures.
Optimize supply chain efficiency with expertise.
Offer industry trend insights.
Offer services on prompt refund applications 
from Customs and other Govt. Authorities.











Supply Chain Consultation

Warehousing and Distribution

Loading and transportation of goods to             
warehouse.
Using appropriate storage methods to ensure 
the safety and accessibility of goods.
Labelling packages with shipping information 
and barcodes
Retrieving items from storage locations based 
on customer orders.









Manage diverse transportation modes (air, sea, 
road, and rail) for industrial projects.
We will supply trucks with varying payload 
capacities based on customer requirements at 
the loading site, locally and internationally to 
load raw materials or machineries.
We will transport empty shipping containers to 
and from designated shipping yards.









MD’s
Message

Since our inception in 1991, the Acquair Group of companies has flourished into three  
independent entities serving nationwide. Through strategic expansions and timely             
adjustments, we have fortified our group, now recognized as a CRSIL-rated, IBA, ISO and 
AEO class accredited organization excelling in the field of Supply Chain Management. We 
extend our heartfelt gratitude to our dedicated employees and esteemed patrons for their 
unwavering trust and support.

Embracing integrated technology has been pivotal in enhancing our supply chain            
management capabilities. From implementing GPS in our vehicles to utilizing speed          
limiting devices and a tailored ERP system for data optimization, we are committed to 
efficiency and precision. Furthermore, we are in the process of developing a live cargo 
tracking platform, ensuring real-time insights into shipments.

Our commitment to excellence extends to safeguarding your valuable cargo. Hence, we've 
invested in sturdier cargo trolleys equipped with advanced materials, prioritizing the         
security of your shipments.

As we continue our journey towards sustainable growth, technological innovation remains 
at the forefront. We are relentlessly pursuing new milestones in Supply Chain                    
Management, aiming to set new standards within the industry.

We deeply value the ongoing support of our business partners and eagerly anticipate the 
opportunity to extend our exceptional services to new customers. Together, let's continue 
to forge ahead towards a future of unparalleled success and collaboration

Warm regards

Chandran Nair
Managing Director, Acquair Group

Esteemed Patrons,



Acquair Group, we operate in over four states in 
India and maintain a strong global network. 
Headquartered in Mumbai, our success is 
evident in ports like Mumbai, Nhava Sheva, 
Dighi, Hazira, Dahej and Cochin setting 
high-quality service benchmarks.

Regional Trucking Division Office:
B-431, Steel Chamber Towers, 
Steel Chamber Kalamboli Business & 
Office Premises Co-operative Society Ltd., 
Plot No. 514, Kalamboli, 
Navi Mumbai-410218. 
Raigad, Maharashtra, India

Fleet Depot:
Padgha Naka, Navade, 
Mumbra-Panvel road, Taloja, 
Navi Mumbai, 410208, India

Corporate Office:
609-610, Dattani Plaza, 
Inside East West Industrial Centre, 
Safed Pool, Sakinaka, Andheri (East), 
Mumbai - 400 072. India

Tel No.:
+91 22 4256 5268

Email:
sales@acquair.co.in 

Website:
www.acquairgroup.com


